
 

 

 



 

 

Hunt ID: WY-MDeerAntelope-All-EEKAYC-LFL-TEVES 

This is for the hunter that wants to hunt on private land for TROPHY antelope but doesn’t want a 

full blown guided with lodging and meals hunt for antelope. The private property is located in 

unit 20 near the town of Kaycee in Wyoming. This area provides animals that are worthy of 

paying the couple of hundred dollars for a non-resident buck antelope license. Also the guide 

knows where the biggest bucks have been staying and will stop you from needing to scout 

thousands of acres for the biggest one, where he knows where the biggest bucks stay.  Few 

people admit it but judging a antelope horn size on the hoof is extremely difficult in fact the only 

one more difficult is the mountain goat they don’t have a prong but you can get closer and 

usually have high end optics to see through. THIS OUTFITTER SPECALIZES IN ARCHERY 

ANTELOPE HUNTING. 

A record class antelope and a good antelope are very difficult because with antelope the length 

and the width are the most noticeable factor. In actuality in the way that antelope are measured 

you score a zero no matter what the width is and short and fat horn score much better than high 

and skinny horns. It may be a flat table top piece of ground and you can’t crawl within 500 yards 

of them without being seen. The guide will know how to fix that, it is why he is a guide and not a 

hunter, but be certain to be sighted dead on at 200 yards with a flat shooting rifle you will need 

all of the distance you can when the opportunity arises, give him all of the help you can. The 

property runs around 20,000 so there is plenty of ground to find a trophy antelope. Also practice 

shooting 250 and 300 yards so you know what it and an antelope look like at that range. These 

are mature antelope so they are much more difficult than any antelope. They got big because 

they have been able to stay away from bullets so far. This will not just be a truck hunt but there 

will be some walking involved to slip over the edges of basins undetected. This areas season runs 

from October 15th to November 15th. 



Wyoming is blessed with thousands of miles of perfect habitat to produce antelope. Because of 

that the number of antelope occupying the state is higher than the number of people occupying 

that same state. For the antelope hunter that is great news. When hunting an animal you need 

animal density and don’t want people density. Throw this on top of the fact that Wyoming has 

more antelope than all of the rest of the whole country. 

If you want to shoot an additional doe with a rifle it is $200 to take one. 

Guided Antelope on Private Land in Unit 20 with lodging and meals is $2000 reduce to only $1595. 
Remove lodging and meals for $ 400 and it is only $1095 

 

He must know what he is doing he has kept a  success rate of 100% with rifle antelope hunts, 

with some antelope being 16+ inches of horn length. 

We also have excellent mule deer hunting but only take 2 to 4 hunters per year and we have just 

elk hunting for archery season. Those hunts usually book up a year in advance. As it is 

sometimes there are left over licenses for unit 20 but they don’t last long and in July it is a first 

come first serve situation for licenses.  

We are fully dedicated to providing a first class outfitting service. We strive to provide a 

professional, personal guiding service to our hunter. Our guides are well prepared and will do 

their best to fulfill the hunter expectation in the field. 

 

Archer Only Options 

Archery hunts are more of a semi-guided affair. The outfitter is a archer himself with some wall 

hanger animals of his own. Because of that he does provide antelope hunting with archery 

equipment. You will most likely be hunting water holes and he will show you which watering 

holes are the most active. Please bring as many ground blinds as you wish it can be helpful to put 

ground blinds at more than one water hole. Wipe the ground clean of tracks at your alternate 

blind location and set up a ground blind. Then go to your primary water hole blind, get set up 

and hunt there. Later if needed, you can see if any antelope came into your alternate water hole. 

If so you know where to be the next day. You are allowed 1 buck or doe on the hunt. An 

additional doe is only $ 100 for this archery hunt. This leaves you with a cost on the 3 day hunt 

at $1095; if you want to take a doe also it is only $100. If you feel a 3 days is not enough than it 

is only $ $100 to extend the hunt. You can extend the hunt to a 5 day hunt when booking by 

adding $100 per day as $200 to make it a 5 day hunt. Some year like this one you can even take 

two bucks. Because of this if you do want to take a second buck it is only $595. Of course the 

hunters is responsible to have whatever license(s) that are required to take whatever antelope he 

books the hunt for and for the ones he hunts. 



 

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 

condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 
his bucket list!  

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

